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Gestalt Theory and Metrical Analysis

The article discusses some possibilities for drawing on hypotheses of a gestalt-the-
oretical psychology of perception for metrical analysis in literary studies. The anal-
ysis of metrical language is first described using Max Wertheimer’s term »Realtei-
lung« (real division), in which hypothetical units (feet, bars/measures, lines) are re-
constructed without definite knowledge as to whether they were parts of the whole
in the first place. The laws of perception in gestalt theory are suggested as a psycho-
logical heuristic to facilitate ›real divisions‹ in cases of competing options. Building
upon already existing applications of gestalt theory on questions ofmetrics (Reuven
Tsur and the linguistic optimality theory, among others), the article discusses some
problems that stem from analyzing quasi-visual structure principles.

The first problem is posed by the commonly assumed equivalence of two- and
three-syllable feet (or one- and two-syllable upbeats), which in many cases renders
an analysis by ›metrical feet‹ implausible. The gestalt principle of simplicity (as a
meta-principle for sub-principles such as similarity, symmetry, etc.), which leads
to the division of a text into possibly equal metrical feet, appears unsatisfactory
in this light. The alternative suggested here is based on the premise that during sub-
vocalization (i. e. the internal reading-out-loud of a text) the reader of verses tries to
create approximately equal measurements of time (bars) rather than trying to vis-
ualize a structure of metrical feet. Thus, a principle of analysis that draws on meas-
uring time and stress is regarded as primary in terms of perception psychology. The
principle of metrical feet is not entirely abandoned by this, but will remain relevant
in many cases, especially in historical intentional analyses (i. e. asking for the struc-
ture intended by the poet). The principle of timemeasurement and stress, however,
is understood to require fewer presuppositions and can in some cases prevail over
the reader’s perception despite the poet’s intention.

A second problem arises when texts are anachronistically re-analyzed in terms of
feet and bars when they were originally following syllabic measurements. There-
fore, a new gestalt principle is suggested: the concept of ›graspable size‹ (»fassliche
Grçße« ) can explain why smaller units (e. g. metrical feet) are apparently preferred
to larger ones (e. g. lines). This principle can be deduced from the cerebral process-
ing of acoustic stimuli in the human brain.

Thirdly, the article discusses whether it is really the similarity of sub-units that
creates simplicity or optimality, or whether there are certain progression patterns
that provide for simplicity or optimality. The tetrameter serves as an example
which is most often regarded as a binary (and therefore especially simple) metrical
pattern. It is argued that instead of assuming a binary structure with two similar
halves (AA), a complementary structure XB should be assumed that consists of
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openings and closings of verses. This assumption is supported by the fact that var-
iation more often occurs in verse openings than in verse closings, and that typical
closing figures (»Klauseln« ) can often be found.

In this article, such closing figures are understood to be signals for gestalt closure
(which serve a time-bound auditive perception better than a merely synchronically
graspable sequence of similarly structured elements), for which an explanation is
attempted that uses the idea of ›conceptual metaphors‹ by Lakoff and Johnson.
In this light, the adonic verse at the end of a hexemater, paused lifts and parasitic
feet appear to be metaphorical (body mimetical) figures of deceleration. Hyperca-
talectic verse endings, long lines at the end of a stanza, and other forms appear as
metaphorical figures for weighing down or pedestal formation. Other signals for
gestalt closure are pauses, which according to the gestalt principle of proximity di-
vide elements that do not belong together while connecting elements that do, and
the principle of variation in penultimate position as described by Tsur.

The last part of this article refers again to these closing figures in order to exam-
ine the usefulness of the principles suggested for text analysis. The poem Sachliche
Romanze by ErichK stner serves as an example. This poem is structured in demotic
tetrameter, that has been identified as an especially optimal (as they follow the cri-
teria of time-measuring stress pattern, graspable size and gestalt closure through
closing figures), if not potentially universal metrical pattern. At the same time,
the poem uses this simple structure in a sophisticated manner, which creates a spe-
cial effect through a few deviations in the final stanza. This particular effect, as the
analysis attempts to show, is achieved through a complex interplay of gestalt closure
and delay of closure, which could not be reconstructed without referring to the
principles of perception established in this article.
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